
Urban Butik Unveils New Additions To The Line of Magisso Cake 
Servers

The Magisso Cake Server Wins A 2010 red dot Award For Product Design.

Chicago, IL 14th of March 2010 - Urban Butik today announced new additions to the 
line of Magisso cake server, winner of a 2010 red dot award for product design. These 
new additions are Snow White, Pure Black, Fresh Lime and Deep purple.

“We got rave reviews for the original Magisso stainless steel cake server at the New 
York International Gift Fair last summer and we think that these new additions will 
broaden the appeal of this modern classic,” said Anne Foged, President of Urban Butik. 
“This is a unique piece of art that marries style and functionality.  It will be a very 
sought after item for the summer.”

“The basic idea of the cake server had not changed in a long time,” said Maria 
Kivijärvi, designer of the Magisso cake server. “I was deliberately searching for a 
completely new functionality and appearance.  The new colored cake servers fit very 
well in this vision.”

“Improving the functionality of an everyday object and, at the same time, making it a 
thing of beauty is the essence of good design.” said Kit Dombrowski, Buyer for the 
SFMOMA MuseumStore in San Francisco.

Made of high quality plastic, these new products come in white, black, lime and purple 
at a very accessible price of $18.95.  They will be available for purchase towards the 
beginning of May.  The original Magisso stainless steel cake server recently saw a price 
reduction and is now available for $49.95.

The Magisso cake server and the Magisso kitchen cloth holder are available online at 
www.urban-butik.com and at select retail outlets, such as SFMOMA Museum Store; 
Cookworks; William Ashley; Counterpoint and The MCA Store at the Museum of 
Contemporary Art, Chicago.  A full list of retailers is available at www.urban-butik.com.  
For retailers looking to carry the Magisso products, please contact Anne Foged at 
anne@urban-butik.com

ABOUT MAGISSO
Magisso Ltd. is a production house for Scandinavian design and innovations. Our 
mission is to develop functional and unique kitchenware products that simplify your 
everyday life. 

ABOUT URBAN BUTIK
Urban Butik is a North American distributor specializing in Scandinavian design 
products and “Brugskunst” (usable and functional art).   The Urban Butik team are 
constantly on the lookout for new products to expand their portfolio and are working 
hard on bringing new and exciting designs to market. Urban Butik is the exclusive 
North American distributor for Magisso and Kähler Design.
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